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The pigeonhole principle

For a natural number k, let Nk denote the set {1, 2, . . . , k}.

Proposition. If there exists an injection from Nk to Nm, then k ≤ m.

Proof (induction on k).

Base case, k = 1. The inequality 1 ≤ m holds for any natural number m.

Induction hypothesis. Let the proposition hold true for k = k0 and all natural m.
Namely, assume that if, given m, there exists an injection Nk0 → Nm, then k0 ≤ m.

Induction step. Let k = k0 + 1, and suppose that for some m there is an injection
f : Nk0+1 → Nm . Since k0 + 1 ≥ 2, we also have m ≥ 2 (or no injection is possible).

If f(k0 + 1) = m, then f is injective as a function from Nk0 to Nm−1.

If f(j0) = m, for some 1 ≤ j0 ≤ k, then f(k0+1) < m and the function g : Nk0 → Nm−1

defined by g(j) = f(j), j 6= j0, g(j0) = f(k0 + 1) is injective.

In either case, the induction hypothesis gives k0 ≤ m− 1.
Hence k0 + 1 ≤ m and the step is complete.

By the principle of induction, the proposition holds for all natural numbers k and m. �

The above proposition is known as the Dirichlet principle or the pigeonhole principle.
It is often taken for granted and used in the contrapositive form:

If k > m, then no injective correspondence Nk → Nm is possible.

Or in this form:

If k pigeons are put in m < k holes, there is a hole with more than one pigeon.

Applications of the pigeonhole principle are abundant and, sometimes, unexpected.

Example. Consider the sequence 1, 2, 3, 4, 0, 9, 6, . . . , where the nth term, n ≥ 5, is given
by the units digit of the sum of its four predecessors. Does 1, 2, 3, 4 occur ever again?

Solution. Yes. The number of possible four-digit combinations is finite. Therefore, by the
pigeonhole principle, some combinations must necessarily repeat. Note that the four-digit
combinations obtained from two identical ones by a left shift must also be the same:

. . . x, a, b, c, d, . . . x, a, b, c, d, . . .

After shifting all the way to the left, we observe two occurrences of 1, 2, 3, 4.


